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Imagine a person, who, as they age, requires more and more specialized care. They are no longer able to clean
or maintain their home, and they are no longer able to easily traverse their space. If this person does not
have family or friends able to assist meeting their needs, they follow a traditional path of housing, and move
to an institutionalized environment, like a nursing home, to ensure their basic needs are being met. Even when a
nursing home is thoroughly researched, there is no guarantee that the facility will adequately provide a healthy
environment where a person can age. If the senior is financially able to leave the first facility for another, there
is no guarantee the next will be a better fit, and it is likely after moving into the new space, the senior will not
have the financial resources needed to transition again.
Instead of transitioning into an institution, the other traditional path of housing would be for the senior to
remodel their existing home, but many of their growing accessibility and care needs would be costly to address,
the process of redesigning the home would likely displace the senior for a long period of time, and the space
would still be difficult to maintain. If neither of these traditional paths housing are a good fit...
WHAT IS THE BEST OPTION TO ARCHITECTURALLY ADDRESS HOUSING FOR SENIORS WITH SPECIALIZED CARE NEEDS?
If a senior was able to live within a network of family and friends who could ensure a good quality of life was
being met, as well as live in a space that was intentionally designed with their accessibility needs in mind, the
independence and health of the senior can be well maintained into the final stages of their life.
I am proposing the development of premanufactured homes which are designed specifically to address a senior's
accessibility and care needs. These homes will be placed on the property of the existing home of the senior, their
loved ones, or a surrogate family as an auxiliary dwelling unit. This will create a space where the senior can be
actively looked after by someone dedicated to their care and quality of life, as well as prevent the senior from
being uprooted into a harsh or unknown environment.
Because these units would be premanufactured, they will be customizable to meet an individual's specific needs,
as well as address unique site conditions while keeping the cost of the unit lower than other housing options. A
pre manufactured unit will also have the opportunity to be more sustainable, reducing the environmental impact of
its construction, and reducing the daily operation cost of the home for the senior.
When multiple Units are present in a single neighborhood, they will be connected by a "Senior Street" which
will move through the existing properties providing seniors private access to their units, and helping maintain their
independence. The Senior Street also creates a thoroughfare which directly connects the resident seniors with one
another, further strengthening the social fabric of the larger community.
By following this Non-Traditional Path, seniors will be able to ensure their own physical and financial security,
while living in a space where they can age gracefully and independently.
The topic of housing for seniors, especially those with physical and cognitive disabilities, is one that has been
close to my heart for a long time. My parents were both social workers, but my father worked specifically with
seniors and people with disabilities, helping them to maintain housing, transportation, and appropriate medical care.
My father also had cerebral palsy, and had extremely limited mobility in his legs. Because of this, I learned the
need for accessible and affordable housing from an early age.
As my father got older, he became less and less able to adapt to the built environment, and his mobility was
severely hindered. Toward the end of his life, he was no longer able to be mobile in our home, and my mother and I
had reached the end of our abilities to help accommodate his needs. My father had to move into an assisted living
facility, and I once again saw, first hand, that the built environment is largely not designed to both foster the
happiness and independence of seniors and people with disabilities, and be accessible.
My father did not report any experience as horrifying as some of the stories that the come out of assisted
living facilities, but the space was clearly designed to provide only necessary medical care, and not at all to
create a safe, home-like environment for people to heal, and age in grace.
If there was another option, like the Backyard Home, available to us, we would have been able to ensure my
father got the quality care he needed, while being able to live out the rest of his days close to his family, with
his happiness and independence intact.
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Section 1 the problem

State of Senior Finances
SENIORS RECEIVING SOCIAL SECURITY

The suggested cost of housing in the U.S. should be less than 30% of the total

PROBLEM | Situated

home's income to maintain a financially sustainable lifestyle, according to data
compiled by the US Census Bureau from the 2006 American Community Survey (2).
According to a document published by the AARP in 2012, the AVERAGE ANNUAL
INCOME from all sources for a senior in the United State is $31, 742, while half
of American seniors earn $19,604 or less annually. 84% of the nearly 43 million
American seniors receive Social Security benefits at an average of $14,229 annually.
Because of this, only 9% of seniors live in poverty, as defined by the U.S. Government
as a total annual income of $12,140 for a single person. Without Social Security
benefits, over 44% of these seniors would technically live in poverty.
The average cost of living in an Institution, like a nursing home or retirement
facility, is between $1,500 and $3,500 monthly, or between $18,000 and $42,000
annually, according to AssistedLivingToday.com, an online resource that collects
information regarding senior living institutions in the U.S.
The average rental cost of a home in the U.S. is $1,400 a month, or $16,800
annually, and the average rental cost of a one bedroom apartment is $1,200 a month,
or $14,400 annually. This cost does not account for utilities not included in the
total rent. Further monthly bills like medical care and medical tools, transportation,
and food are not included in any of these amounts, and most seniors are already
financially burdened by the cost of housing.
Improvenet.com is an online resource which compiles information about home
renovations including prices nationally and regionally. Data collected through their
website states that the average cost of accessibility focused renovation is between
$4,500 and $5,500. This cost will vary based on region, specific accessories added,
and work done to remodel a home.
While government subsidies for the cost of housing are available, many seniors do
not qualify for these because they are over the earning limit to receive such funds.
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Affordable housing should cost less than 30% of
total household income

not receiving
social security

receiving social security

16%

84%

Median income of American seniors is $19,604, annually.
Non-burdensome housing would cost $5,881, annually
POVERTY RATES WITH SOCIAL SECURITY
poverty |
below $12k annual

Institutional living cost is, on average, between $18,000
and $42,000, annually. This is 3x more expensive than
the affordable housing rate at senior's median income

9%

91%

Rental cost of a home is $16,800 a year, on average.
This is 2.85x more expensive than affordable housing
rate at senior's median income

no poverty |
above $12k annual

POVERTY RATES WITHOUT SOCIAL SECURITY

no poverty |
above $12k annual

Rental cost of an apartment is $14,400 a year, on
average. This is 2.45x more expensive than affordable
housing rate at senior's median income

poverty |
below $12k annual
55.4%
44.6%

SENIORS IN TRADITIONAL vs GROUP HOUSING
group housing | including institutions

66.7% of homes in America are NOT able to be
renovated or modified to better meet accessibility
needs

3.6%

96.4%

Only 3.8% of homes in America are currently
accessible to people with moderate disabilities

traditional household

TYPES OF TRADITIONAL SENIOR HOUSING
apartment
single family
house | detached
mobile and
prefab home

Only 0.15% of American homes are currently
wheelchair accessible

19%
69%
6%
4%

single family
house | attached

WHO SENIORS LIVE WITH
Non-relatives | only
3.4%

Non-spouse relatives
alone
11.6%
28.3%

spouse
and other

The AARP conducted a survey among American seniors that found that "87 percent
of adults age 65 (and older) want to stay in their current home and community as
they age." While the majority of seniors live in traditional single family, detached
homes, it is likely the home will not be accessible or manageable into the later
stages of their lives.
The U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) used information
collected by the American Housing Survey (AHS) to compile a document outlining the
current state of accessibility in the U.S. housing market. This HUD document defined
three tiers of housing which outline a home's level of accessibility or inclusion of
accessible features.
The first tier identifies homes that are spatially, or structurally able to be
modified to be more accessible. In this tier, only 33.3% of American housing was found
to be modifiable. The second tier homes are modifiable, and are currently accessible
to persons with MODERATE mobility issues. These cold have a no step entry and
include grab bars along steps and sensitive areas, like the shower or tub. Only
3.8% of American housing was found to fall into this tier. The third tier identifies
homes which are currently accessible to a person in a wheelchair. This means the
home falls into the previous two tiers, and has no steps, door ways wide enough to
accommodate a wheelchair, and uses handles or levers on sink and tubs, as well as
on doors instead of knobs. Only 0.15% of American homes fall into this category.
While most seniors want to stay in their own homes and communities, it is likely
that their current home will not be able to keep up with their growing accessibility
needs. Harvard conducted a study that found that 60% of seniors, age 80 and above,
have lived in the same home for 20 years or more, with seniors age 65 to 79 having
slightly lower percentages. The cost of modifying or renovating their existing home
may be lower than the cost of moving, but this will still not account for a seniors
ability to maintain their family home.
"While some accessibility improvements can be made relatively easily, others can
be complex and costly. A 2010 MetLife Mature Market Institute report estimates that
home modifications range in price from well under $1,000 for installation of grab bars
and grips in bathrooms, hand rails on both sides of steps, and lever style handles
on doors and faucets, to $800 to $1,200 for each door widened, $1,600 to $3,200 for
wheelchair ramps, and $3,000 to $12,000 for stair lifts. Major remodeling projects
such as bathroom or kitchen renovations, additions to create first floor bedrooms or
bathrooms, and elevators to enter the house or to access upper floors can cost even
more." (Housing America's Older Adults, Harvard)

PROBLEM | SITUATED

State of Senior Housing

13.3%

43.3%

spouse | only
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New Buildings for Older People | Dr. Louise Aronson | The New York Times

PROBLEM | Case Studies

Doctor Louise Aronson, a medical doctor and professor of geriatrics at the
University of California San Francisco, uses her experiences with her elderly father
as a starting point for a New York Times article highlighting the disparity between
senior's spacial needs and how spaces which are intended for seniors respond to these
needs.
Her story begins with a leading medical facility where her father's primary care
physician practices. While the building is designed in an environmentally conscious
manor, with cutting edge spaces to provide the best medical care, it largely excludes
the spatial requirements of the fastest growing portion of the population, seniors.
The medical facility is a jumping off point to address other spaces meant to engage
the population at large, and the failure on the part of their designers to truly
consider the accessibility needs of the population. While most buildings are required
to meet ADA guidelines for accessibility, Dr. Aronson's assertion is that these
guidelines only address the most basic needs of the physically impaired population,
leaving out the more specialized needs that come with aging.
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"The problem was that (almost no space, especially health care facilities)
was set up to facilitate access by someone like my (82 year old) father."
"The Americans With Disabilities Act's guidelines help, but they do not
ensure access or safety for this unique and rapidly growing population.
Many buildings are ADA compliant and still difficult to navigate for older
adults who have one or more physical, sensory or cognitive challenges, and
especially for the frail elderly who have many."
"Too often, current buildings turn impairments (a bum leg, less than perfect
hearing, the inability to walk long distances) into handicaps. Ironically,
this includes not just restaurants, multilevel houses and large businesses,
but most health care structures... While patients often end up in our
Care at Home practice because they can no longer leave their homes, not
infrequently the problem is at the other end; the hospital or clinic is too
hard to navigate.
"Current demographic realities are creating financial and practical reasons
to build more homes, businesses, health care facilities and public buildings
that are well suited to older people's needs."

fig. 1 - Long hallways with no stopping points to rest is poor design for seniors.

fig. 2 - "Solutions" that do not need the need are note effective solutions

Crossing the Threshold | Wanda Katja Liebermann | Joint Center for Housing Studies, Harvard

fig. 3 - Person unable to access restroom because of narrow door width.

fig. 4 - A simple threshold can make entering a home an almost immeasurable hurdle

"Older people want to remain in their own homes, too. Like the disabled, "The
degree to which they can participate in community life will be determined,
in part, by how well their physical environment accommodates them and
the level of services provided..." Without adjustments (to the current
state of housing and infrastructure), many elderly people will be uprooted
to facilities like nursing homes that can serve their needs. This looming
demographic surge portends a national "forced migration" in the reverse
direction towards institutionalization."
"(The ADA) attests to the fact that for people with disabilities (including
the elderly), living in society depends on reconfiguring its physical contours.
That idea is under-girded by a political concept that disability is not a
fixed, individual problem, but the product of the relationship between body
and environment. In other words, people are disabled by their environment."
"As the post war generation "ages in place," their changing needs of housing
and infrastructure will be felt at local and national levels... Accessible
housing allows people of all ages to stay in their homes and communities
regardless of their mobility needs."

PROBLEM | Case Studies

This dissertation asserts that the state of housing for seniors and people with
disabilities needs to be addressed to better meet the needs of this demographic. The
current legislation which mandates that many buildings are appropriately accessible
does not include single family housing. Because of this, the residential design field
has fallen short when it comes to the incorporation of universal design concepts.
This inaccessible design inhibits many older American from living the active, healthy
lifestyles they would prefer.
One third of non-institutionalized living spaces in the US house seniors and people
with disabilities which are likely not designed with the physical and spatial tools
necessary for a senior's healthy lifestyle. The dissertation pushes for the reform
of residential design for new homes, due to the fact that it is exponentially less
expensive to accommodate spatial accessibility needs before a home is built, as
opposed to renovating or retrofitting an existing space as new requirements present
themselves.
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The Essence of Home Design Solutions for Assisted Living Housing | William Brummett

PROBLEM | Case Studies

"The Essence of Home" is a treatise, written for designers, on the short comings of
the majority of Institutional Housing for seniors. The book highlights the current
model as one of a hospital or health care facility first, and a home for the tenants
second, and how this creates problems ensuring the people living here can maintain
health and happiness through the final stages of their lives.
By highlighting the current problems through precedent studies and interviews with
the people who live and work in these facilities, Brummett begins to outline how an
institutional model for seniors can be reworked to create a healthier environment,
both physically as well as emotionally, for the most important individuals residing
here. The tenants, or users.
While the focus of this book is providing a new solution for the problem of housing
seniors through institutions, the study of the failures in the current models provide
a base for my assertion that institutions are not the best option for seniors who
require specialized living environments to accommodate their physical and mental
abilities.
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"The physical environment of a nursing home is hospital like, being traditionally designed and regulated after the medical model. Such an environment
is very well suited to efficient, effective, and economic service delivery and
maintenance. Unfortunately, the psychological effects of this environment
on its residents, who must attempt to make a home in this atmosphere, are
ill considered. Long, double loaded corridors with sterile, shiny floors, grid
ceilings with fluorescent tube fixtures, televisions mounted on steel shelf
at the ceiling... The sense of alienation, hopelessness, and loss of identity
and individualism is usually (and understandably) immense and devastating."
fig. 5 - Long hallways with no stopping points to rest is poor design for seniors.

fig. 6 - Accessible, but Sterile residential bedroom. Assisted Living Facility

A Beloved Father, A Night of Betrayal | Carrie Teegardin

fig. 7 - Seniors left unattended and unstimulated.

fig. 8 - Institution's staffing deficit leaves seniors waiting for care and comfort, sometime indefinitely.

"She wanted the absolute best for her dad, and Sunrise offered chefprepared meals and a building designed to look like a Victorian-style
mansion. But having a caring staff to help her father, around the clock,
with whatever he needed was now what mattered most... With a plan
that would cost $6,800 every month on top of a $1,250 move-in fee, (the
daughter) said (the assisted living facility) assured her that her father
would get everything he needed."
"Over and over again, a significant share of these (assisted living) facilities
failed to provide even the minimal level of care that state regulations
require, resulting in injuries, discomfort, humiliation and even deaths."
"The AJC found that many facilities in Georgia do not comply (with training
standards). Over the past four years, more than 2 in 5 homes have been
cited for failing to meet at least one part of the state's minimal training
requirements... State inspectors have cited nearly 20% of Georgia homes for
failing to have enough qualified staff on duty."
" About 40% of (Georgia's) homes have been cited for violating their
residents' rights, the AJC found, and about 30% have been busted for failing
to report serious incidents as required."

PROBLEM | Case Studies

This Atlanta Journal Constitution article highlights many shortcomings in the
senior care industry, especially the problems relating to staffing. This article
specifically cites a heartbreaking incident that resulted in the death of a 92 year old
resident of a prominent Atlanta assisted living facility. The tragic series of events
leading to the death are made worse knowing that they were completely preventable,
if only adequate staffing needs and training had been met, and that the staff involved
with the incident were truly dedicated to the health and well being of the resident.
While the resident's daughter was very involved in his life, she had no idea the
level of abuse and neglect that was going on in the facility. During her visits, she
noted that the staff seemed friendly and attentive, and that their reports on her
father's health sounded promising. This was just another part of the facade created
to hide the gross misconduct of the facility and its staff.
Senior care facilities across the country have difficulty ensuring that staffing
numbers are maintained, and because of this are not able to be as selective with
their hiring process' as many would like. This led to the employment of a man with an
extensive history or misconduct and neglect from his previous senior care jobs, and
ultimately allowed a 92 year old, World War II veteran to be brutally assaulted,
and ultimately killed because of the serious bodily harm that was inflicted upon him.
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State of Senior Living | Breakdown
The majority of seniors desire to stay in their homes and communities

Lack of accessibility in many homes will require renovations to
senior's existing homes

Financially, American seniors are likely not able to afford renovations to their
existing homes which are necessary to better meet their physical needs as they age.
While staying in the same home may not be possible based on spatial limitations,
financial limitations prohibit many seniors from being able to relocate to new homes
which are accessible, and the burden of the cost of living in an institution is also not
feasible for many.
While an institution is financially burdensome, the environments created in many
institutions are not the best solution for seniors, for other reasons. A senior's
accessibility and medical needs are likely being met in these places, but institutions
are not designed to be new homes for seniors, They are designed to efficiently house
many people with growing physical and cognitive needs. Because of this, an institution
is not a mentally healthy place for a senior to live, which can cause adverse effects
on their physical health.
As they age, seniors needs a space that is designed to meet their various forms of
accessibility needs. This space must be affordable for a senior's budget, as well as
manageable with their decreased ability to move and maintain a home. Because there is
not a viable model that meets these criteria in the current architectural landscape,
a new form of housing must be devised for this portion of the population that is
estimated to reach record numbers in the very near future.

Lack of accessibility in the majority of housing leaves
institutionalization as the only alternative for safe housing

Cost of institutional living is prohibitive to many seniors. Institutions
are not the healthiest places for seniors to age

PROBLEM | Review

Cost of renovation and further maintenance on existing homes is
prohibitive to seniors staying in their desired place
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Key Words | Focus of Design

Location

Composition

Transportation

Climate

Efficiency

Delivery | Packaged Size

Environmental Control | Passive Comfort

Mechanics | Amenities

Passive systems are the first step to making the units energy efficient and cost effective.
Shading and orientation are the types of design moves which ensure both an ideal environment,
as well as minimized cost for the tenant.

While affordability is a primary focus at every stage of the design, active systems are needed
to fill in the gaps where passive systems fall short. These active systems must be utilized in
such a way that the daily cost of the unit is not increased drastically.

Base

Tectonics

Function

Connection on Site | Feet

Modularity | Assembly | Connection of Parts

Accessibility | Accommodation

The method in which the final design is connected to the site, and its level of
invasiveness is extremely important. To be able to secure a home on an existing
property with minimal, to no, excavation is necessary to reduce cost and make the
installation process as simple as possible.

To reduce the impact of delivery and installation of the unit, a kit of parts should
be produced and shipped to the site. The kit of parts should be quickly and easily
assembled by hand after it arrives on the site. A kit of easily assembled parts also
streamlines customization of the unit to meet specific needs.

Because of the specific needs of the tenants, interface with the designs must be
easy for people with varying levels of cognitive and physical abilities, as well as
customizable to allow the user to directly address their specific needs.

Support

Permeability

Materiality

Site Adaptability | Legs

Privacy | Natural Lighting | Connectibility to Exterior

Composition | Reuse | Endurance

Because the site is not a single location, but a type of space in a number of
locations, its structural system needs to be versatile to be accommodating to
various site conditions, as well as easily mass produced to fit the prefabricated
model.

While high quality natural light is important to ensure seniors can live with the
best quality life, openings in the unit's skin can reduce the level of privacy that
is accessible, especially when it will be in such close proximity to other homes.
Operable permeations on the unit create opportunities to choose the level of
transparency and privacy a person experiences.

Specific materials ensure the affordability and longevity of each unit, as well as
creating environments that facilitate healthy living for seniors and the people living
in the homes where the units are placed. Because these units are being placed in
existing communities, so close to existing homes, the exterior appearance and how it

Analysis | Concepts

The intent for the homes is to reside in the yard of existing residential spaces, and must have
pre-assembled components and a total delivery package that are as small as possible. This
allows the delivery of the kit of parts to negotiate a variety of transportation routes which
may not allow for tractor trailers or large cranes.

Component

connects to the given environment is also of high importance.
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Transportation | C House Modern | Bob Borson
Designed by Bob Borson, an architect from Texas, the C House Modern is another
home designed using SIPs as the primary construction component. Typical assembly
of these panels requires the installation of a bottom plate to the foundation or
base. The panels are then brought to and fitted onto the bottom plate through the
track, or groove, fabricated into the bottom of the SIP. As the Panels are fitted onto
the bottom plate, the joints between each are sealed with an adhesive caulking, and
screwed into one another to create a durable, air tight seal. Each panel is connected
with either structural lumber splines, or SIP splines. The former creating a more
structural connection where needed, the latter continuing the insulation continuity
between each panel.

Analysis | Inquiry | Location

fig. 9

fig. 10

fig. 11

SIP WALL
(2) ROWS 16d COMMON
NAILS@ 16" O.C. MINIMUM
SIP PANEL

DRAINED AND
VENTILATED
CLADDING

EXPANSION GAP 1/8"

SIP PANEL

EXPANSION GAP 1/8"

DRYWALL
CONTINUOUS SEALANT EACH SIDE OF FRAMING
TYP. AS RECOMMENDED BY MANUFACTURER

8d COMMON
NAILS @ 6"
O.C. EACH SIDE
8d COMMON NAILS
@ 6" O.C. EACH PANEL
AND EACH SIDE

CONTINUOUS SEALANT EACH
SIDE OF FRAMING TYP. AS
RECOMMENDED BY
MANUFACTURER

fig. 13
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fig. 12

CAPILLARY BREAK,
MIN. 6 MIL POLY OR
MIN. 3/4" PRESSURETREATED PLYWOOD
UNDER SILL PLATE
AND BOTH FACES

MINIMUM 1/2" (13MM) DIAMETER ANCHOR BOLTS
@ 6 FEET O.C. MAXIMUM

CONTINUOUS SEALANT
EACH SIDE OF FRAMING TYP.
AS RECOMMENDED BY
MANUFACTURER

fig. 1

WALL-TO-WALL VERTICAL PANEL CONNECTIONS
fig. 14

CONCRETE OR
MASONRY
FOUNDATION
WALL

8d COMMON NAILS
@ 6" O.C. EACH PANEL
AND EACH SIDE

BLOCK SPLINE

TERMITE SHIELD

WALL-TO-WALL VERTICAL PANEL CONNECTIONS
DIMENSIONAL LUMBER SPLINE

FIELD INSTALLED
TREATED BOTTOM
PLATE

BLOCK SPLINE

Transportation | Casa SIP | Gabriel Rudolphy | Alejandro Soffia

fig. 16

fig. 19

fig. 17

fig. 18

fig. 20

Analysis | Inquiry | Location

Casa SIP is a home in Chile designed, almost entirely, from Structurally Insulated
Panels. SIPs are prefabricated building components that consist of high quality, rigid
EPS insulation and OSB sheathing. This composition makes the panels structurally
comparable to, and lighter than a traditionally constructed wall system of the
same dimensions. SIPs also create wall systems that are more energy efficient that
traditionally framed walls.
Because these components are lighter, the assembly of the panels can be done by
hand for smaller components, and through the use of equipment like a telehandler,
which is smaller and more maneuverable than a traditional construction crane,
for larger components. Additionally, because the panels come in more manageable
sizes, the transportation of the pieces from assembly location to site is also very
manageable, requiring no more than an extended length trailer which can be towed by
a vehicle the size of a pickup truck.
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Analysis | Inquiry | Location

Base | EHPAD Temporary Building | Sleeper Line Design

26

The EHPAD Temporary Building is non-permanent housing erected to be used as
living spaces for a nursing home as their new, permanent structure was erected.
By using prefabricated housing modules, the time line of construction of the spaces
was greatly reduced. The time spent on site, as well as the number of people needed
to complete the temporary housing was greatly reduced. The process of factory
prefabrication innately reduces a project's construction waste and environmental
impact. Because these aspects of the construction are reduced, the overall cost per
square-foot of the prefabricated spaces go down, while the quality of the created
spaces inside go up per dollar spent.
The French design and contracting firm, Sleep Line, specializes in the production and
installation of premanufactured buildings. The firm uses Screw Piles as the foundation
system for the majority of their projects due to the pile's ease of installation,
vast structural capabilities in various soil types, as well as their longevity and
reusability.
Screw Piles do not require any excavation on the intended site and their
installation is fast (compared to any other traditional foundation system), and
requires minimal construction equipment. Helical Piles come in a variety of lengths
because they need to be able to create a level foundation system when the
traditional clearing and flattening of the site is not a part of the construction
process. They must also be installed deep enough so the helix at the base of the pile
is set below the frost line in a ground medium with suitable structural qualities. This
creates a strong connection between the soil, the helical piles, and the structure
they support in almost all ground conditions.
Because these piles are screwed directly into the site and do not require concrete
or the removal of any ground medium, the piles can be removed and reused if they are
no longer necessary for a specific project.

fig. 21

fig. 22

fig. 23

fig. 24

fig. 25

Climate | EHPAD Temporary Building | Sleeper Line Design
The Affordable Duplex is a design by Kansas State Architecture students who
intended to bring a higher quality of housing to the low income residents of Kansas
City. The porches are designed to help the duplex better match the existing context
of its neighborhood, but they also maximize the lighting conditions in the apartments
throughout the year, without negatively effecting the comfort of the indoor climate.
The interior form has minimized walls and partitions, and optimized their
orientation to move the natural light through out the homes, increasing the energy
savings and light quality throughout while also positively effecting the quality of
life for the tenants in each unit.

place eﬃcient infrastructure

fig. 27

fig. 28

Summer
maximize open ﬂoor space and opportunities for light

fig. 29
partition spaces for privacy only as necessary

Winter

Analysis | Inquiry | Composition

erect aﬀordable and simpliﬁed enclosure

contextualize and adapt toi the local building typology

fig. 26

fig. 30
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Permeability | Transportable House APH80 | Abaton
The APH80, is a per-fabricated house designed to be as minimal, and comfortable
as possible. The exterior panels are fiber-cement, a composite of wood and cement
that provides a durable, long lasting facade. A layer of 12cm rigid insulation that
runs throughout the entire structure is paired with large operable front panels
and windows to create cross breeze. Together, the two moves ensure the home will
maintain a comfortable temperature throughout the year.
The operable exterior panels, when open, make the interior space feel much
larger and allow huge amounts of natural light inside. The materials used are high
quality and durable, while also being responsibly sourced or recycled, increasing the
affordability and longevity of the unit without impacting its carbon footprint.

Composite Wood-Cement
Exterior Panels

12cm Thermal Insuation

Analysis | Inquiry | Composition

fig. 33
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White Spanish Fir
Interior Wood Cladding

Operable Glass Door

fig. 34
fig. 31

fig. 32

fig. 35

Efficiency | Stanford Start.Home | 2013 Solar Decathlon Entry
Stanford University students developed the Start.Home as an entry for the 2013 Solar Decathlon. This home was designed
as an attainable starter home for a couple. While its square footage is small, the layout is still open and unconfined,
making the indoor spaces fell much less restricted. Being an entry for the Solar Decathlon, Start.Home was designed to
reach the highest energy efficiency standards, utilizing systems from grey water irrigation, to passive ventilation, to solar
energy. The Stanford team created a module, the "Start.Core", to confine the mechanical and plumbing equipment into one unit
to be able to further optimize the energy consumption of the various non-passive systems in the home.

fig. 37

fig. 40

fig. 38

fig. 41

fig. 39

fig. 42

The Start.Home is designed using
Structural Insulated Panels as the
primary structural component for the
entire home. SIPs, as a main piece of the
kit-of-parts, are beneficial for a number
of reasons. Because of their structural
capabilities, especially in a smaller
project such as the Start.Home, window
and door systems are able to reach much
greater dimensions with minimal sacrifice
to the project's budget because of
extensive, additional framing.
The SIP's Expanded Polystyrene (EPS)
core creates an envelope of insulation for
the home that greatly reduces the passive
climate comfort loss in any season, even
when the home has large numbers of
transparent doors and windows.
Operable openings which are optimized
for ventilation quality are incredibly
necessary when designing spaces using SIPs
because when properly assembled, they
create a near air tight enclosure. Without
opportunities for high quality ventilation,
the quality of life in the interior spaces
will be greatly reduced, detracting from
the wonder spaces that are created.

Analysis | Inquiry | Component

fig. 36
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Function | Fair Housing Act Design Manual
tray base cabinet or
similar must be wider
if refridgerator is
placed closer to sink
dimensions must be measured
from front face of range or
refridgerator to countertop
edge (excluding cabinet and
appliance handles)

Analysis | Inquiry | Component

While a backyard home should be designed to be as spatially minimal as possible to allow habitation
in as many site conditions as possible, seniors and people with disabilities need certain spatial
requirements to be as functional and accessible as possible.
The ADA lays out specific construction and spatial specifications to make spaces accessible to people
with disabilities, and specifically people in wheelchairs. The Fair Housing Act (FHA) has more thoroughly
laid out the unique spatial requirements for people with disabilities, and many of these requirements
are necessary for seniors with degrading mobility. The door and hall widths for entry and access, turn
around space, counter top heights and under counter space, as well as reach distance are all laid out
and formulated to give a minimum and maximum of the average dimensions accessible for people with
disabilities. While these requirements are currently only required for commercial buildings, and certain
units in multifamily residential buildings, they are defined building specifications that are also applicable
for single family, detached homes.

60" diameter
turning circle
this dimension may need to
be increased slightly for a
double basin sink if wider
than 30"

refridgerator must be
selected and positioned
so it does not encroach
upon the 60" diameter
turning circle or the
clear floor space at
the sink

Minimum Clearance between Range
and Opposing Base Cabinet

bracket supported
countertop lavatory

Minimum Clearance between Refrigerator
and Opposing Base Cabinet

Minimum Kitchen
Dimensions
prefered location for
controls reachable
from outside the stall
as well as from the
optional bench

Wall hung lavatory
or vanity with fixed
or removable cabinet

Wall hung lavatory
or vanity with fixed
or removable cabinet

pedestal or countertop
lavatory with removable
vanity so users can pull
up close to shower to
reach controls

optional
free-standing
bench

size and position
of vanity cabinet
if installed

1/2" max.
threshold
beveled at 1:2

clear floor spaces
goes under the
lavatory 12"

32" nominal
clear width
for stall door
A

Knee Space on Approach
for Lavatory

B

C

Corner Shower Dimensions

Toilet Clear Floor Space
and Approach Variations
user in a position
parallel to cabinet
for a side reach to
control or outlet

user perpendicular
to wall pulled into
a 30" wide (min.)
kneespace

clear knee space
should be as deep
as the reach distance

centerline of
basin and clear
floor space
aligned

indicated
max. reach
distance
no obstructions
to interfere
with reach High and Low Forward Reach Limits

From a Perpendicular Approach

30

30" x 48"
clear floor
space centered
on sink

cabinet
with no
kneespace

30" x 48" clear floor
space permits parallel
approach centered on
the basin

vertical
clearance at
kneespace

Maximum Side Reach
(From a Parallel Approach)
Over an Obstruction

Maximum Front Reach
Over an Obstruction

Maximum Front Reach
Over an Obstruction

Mounting Height for Outlets

30" x 48" clear
floor space flush
with vanity front

Lavatory Size Related
to Toilet and Approach
fig. 43

Materiality | Composition | Endurance

Analysis | Inquiry | Component

When building a new home, there is typically a set of aesthetic standards that the owner and designer must adhere
to set forth by a Home Owners Association or another regional governing body. These standards typically define
certain characteristics of a home's facade. This is especially the case for auxiliary dwelling units, like the Backyard
Home, being added onto a property with an existing home. Because of this, the exterior skin of the Backyard Homes must
consist of high quality materials, and be versatile in color, texture, and overall form.

Fiber Cement panel siding comes in almost any form that can be found in the built environment. Texture options can range from stucco to patinaed metal,
and everything in between. The color options are just as plentiful. Manufacturers can produce panels that range from solid colors not found in traditional
residential facades, to color patterns as complex as natural stone.
The durability of the siding is just as important as the flexibility in appearance. Fiber Cement siding has comparable or superior life span to all other
siding options, and does not require the same level of maintenance over it's lifetime making this material ideal for application on the Backyard Homes.

31
fig. 44

Section 2

practice

Design | Materiality | Kit-of-Parts

Structural Insulated Panels | Thermapan | Wall|Floor|Roof
Structural Insulated Panels are engineered building components composed of rigid
foam insulation (EPS) sandwiched between two 7/16" OSB panels. When connected,
the panels create a building envelope with insulation properties that are superior to
other traditional framing methods. Because the panels are prefabricated, the overall
waste from their production is minimized, further reducing the carbon footprint of the
construction of the components.
One of the key flaws of the SIPs is their vapor permeability is significantly lower
than traditionally framed wall systems, making any sustained exposure to water
detrimental to the integrity of the OSB sheathing, the primary structural component
of the panels. Risk of water exposure is mitigated with skillful application of high
quality exterior weather barrier.
This wrap cannot be preapplied during the production of the panels, but the interior
finishes can, reducing the time line of the on-site assembly process. The panels can
be moved and placed by hand on-site, removing the need for any sort of crane system
for their construction.
The wall, floor, and roof panels come in a standard width of 4', creating one of
the primary dimensional constraints.

ROOFING FELT

DOUBLE 2x SPLINE
BEVEL CUT

VALLEY
FLASHING

8d COMMON
NAILS @ 6"
O.C. BOTH SIDES

FOAM RIDGE CAP
SIP ROOF
PANEL

CONTINUOUS SEALANT
EACH SIDE OF FRAMING
AND BOTH FACES
AS RECOMMENDED
BY MANUFACTURER

SIPS SCREWS WITH MINIMUM 1" PENETRATION
IN WOOD MEMBER IN SIP WALL PANEL
CONNECTED TO @ 24" O.C. MAXIMUM

SEALANT AS
RECOMMENDED BY
MANUFACTURER

SIP ROOF PANEL
16d COMMON
NAILS @ 16"
O.C. MINIMUM

SIPS SCREW
W/ MINIMUM 1"
PENETRATION
INTO STRUCTURAL
SUPPORT

8d COMMON NAILS @
6" O.C. EACH PANEL
AND EACH SIDE
CONTINUOUS SEALANT
EACH SIDE OF FRAMING
TYP. AS
RECOMMENDED BY
MANUFACTURER AT
SUPPORT MEMBERS

OUTSIDE
SKIN

SIPS SCREWS WITH 1"
MIN. PENETRATION INTO
STRUCTURAL SUPPORT
@ 24" O.C. MINIMUM

SIP TAPE

CONTINUOUS SEALANT
EACH SIDE OF FRAMING TYP.
AS RECOMMENDED
BY MANUFACTURER

DRYWALL

SIP TAPE AT
RIDGE REQUIRED

STRUCTURAL SUPPORT MEMBER WITH
MIN. 1-1/2" BEARING FOR EACH SIDE OF
PANELS

CONTINUOUS FIELD
INSTALLED WOOD
RIDGE SUPPORT
BEAM SHOWN

ROOF-TO-ROOF PANEL CONNECTIONS

ROOF-TO-ROOF PANEL CONNECTIONS

VALLEY DETAIL

FOAM RIDGE CAP DETAIL

fig. 45

CONTINUOUS SEALANT
AS RECOMMENDED BY MANUFACTURER

DRYWALL

STRUCTURAL SUPPORT
DRYWALL

FOAM
CORE

CONTINUOUS SEALANT
EACH SIDE OF FRAMING
TYP. AS RECOMMENDED
BY MANUFACTURER

8d COMMON NAILS
@ 6" O.C. EACH SIDE

WALL-TO-WALL PANEL CONNECTIONS

fig. 46

CORNER WALL CONNECTION

fig. 47

ROOFING FELT
SIP ROOF PANEL

WEDGE INFILL PIECE

Fig. 22

FINISHED ROOFING MATERIAL

CONTINUOUS
SEALANT EACH SIDE
OF FRAMING TYP. AS
RECOMMENDED BY
MANUFACTURER

FINISHED
ROOFING
MATERIAL
ROOFING
FELT

T

4’ - 0”

CONTINUOUS
SEALANT EACH
SIDE OF FRAMING,
AND ROOF PANEL
2x JOINT

ROOF-TO-WALL PANEL
CONNECTION DETAIL
SHOWN ELSEWHERE

TOP PLATE

FASCIA

EAVES DETAILING

SIP WALL
DRAINED AND
VENTILATED
CLADDING

fig. 48

FIELD INSTALLED
TREATED BOTTOM
PLATE

Panel Values by Type
Standard width | 4'-0"

8d COMMON
NAILS @ 6"
O.C. EACH SIDE

EXPANSION GAP 1/8"

8d COMMON NAILS
@ 6" O.C. EACH PANEL
AND EACH SIDE

CONTINUOUS SEALANT EACH
SIDE OF FRAMING TYP. AS
RECOMMENDED BY
MANUFACTURER

ROOF-TO-WALL PANEL CONNECTIONS

WALL-TO-WALL VERTICAL PANEL CONNECTIONS

WEDGE INFILL PIECE

DIMENSIONAL LUMBER SPLINE

fig. 49

fig. 50

Fig. 20

Fig. 10

Fig. 14
DRYWALL

H

DRYWALL
CONTINUOUS SEALANT EACH SIDE
OF FRAMING AS RECOMMENDED BY
MANUFACTURER

DRAINED AND
VENTILATED
CLADDING

SOFFIT BOARD

SIP PANEL

8d COMMON NAILS
@ 6" O.C. BOTH SIDES

SIP WALL PANEL

EAVES DETAIL A

Fig. 2

(2) ROWS 16d COMMON
NAILS@ 16" O.C. MINIMUM

CONTINUOUS SEALANT EACH SIDE
OF FRAMING AS RECOMMENDED BY
MANUFACTURER

SIP ROOF
PANEL

CONTINUOUS SEALANT AS
RECOMMENDED BY
MANUFACTURER

DRIP
EDGE
FLASHING

Fig. 6

PANEL SCREW

AS REQUIRED, EXTEND ICE
AND WATER SHIELD FROM
FASCIA.

SUBFLOOR OR COMBINED SUBFLOOR
AND UNDERLAYMENT, TYP.
FLOOR JOIST

16d NAILS INTO FLOOR
JOIST PLATE @ 16" O.C.
WHEN USED AS BRACING
(3) 16d @ 16” O.C.

Wall Panel |
Height = 8', 9', 10', 12', 14', 16'
Thicknesses =4.5", 6.5", 8.25"
R-Value = (R-19) (R-29) (R-38)

Roof Panel |
Height = 8', 9', 10', 12', 14', 16'
Thicknesses =6.5", 8.25", 10.25", 12.25"
R-Value = (R-29) (R-38) (R-48) (R-58)

Floor Panel |
Height = 8', 9', 10', 12', 14', 16'
Thicknesses =6.5", 8.25", 10.25", 12.25"
R-Value = (R-29) (R-38) (R-48) (R-58)
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FINISH ROOFING MATERIAL

CONTINUOUS SEALANT
EACH SIDE OF FRAMING
TYP. AS RECOMMENDED
BY MANUFACTURER

CONTINUOUS SEALANT
AT EACH SIDE OF
FRAMING TYP. AS
RECOMMENDED BY
MANUFACTURER
USE NAILS PER
MANUFACTURERS
RECOMMENDATIONS
FOR SIZE AND
SPACING

CONCRETE
OR MASONRY
FOUNDATION WALL

SIP PANEL

EXPANSION GAP 1/8"

TREATED
SILL PLATE
CAPILLARY BREAK, MIN.
6 MIL POLY OR MIN.
3/4" PRESSURE-TREATED PLYWOOD
UNDER SILL PLATE AND BOTH FACES

8d COMMON NAILS
@ 6" O.C. EACH PANEL
AND EACH SIDE

2x FRAMING AROUND
WINDOWS AND DOOR OPENINGS

ANCHOR BOLT AS
REQUIRED BY CODE

CONTINUOUS SEALANT
EACH SIDE OF FRAMING TYP.
AS RECOMMENDED BY
MANUFACTURER
BLOCK SPLINE

DOOR AND WINDOW FRAMING

FOUNDATION CONNECTIONS
FOUNDATION CONNECTION DETAIL C

fig. 51

WALL-TO-WALL VERTICAL PANEL CONNECTIONS

fig. 52

BLOCK SPLINE

fig. 53

Ground Line

fig. 54

Frost Line

Ground Line

fig. 55

Helical piles are a structural foundation system that are incredibly versatile
in the locations where they can be applied, and the types of projects they can be
used for. Helical piles do not require any prior excavation of the site, making their
installation time significantly lower than a traditional cast-in-place concrete
foundation. The lack of excavation also makes the overall impact of helical piles on
the site almost non-existent if, and when, they are removed. The piles are set below
the frost line, ensuring their structural capabilities in most ground mediums, in any
climate. The piles also do not necessitate specific weather conditions to be installed
on site.
Equipment as small as a skid-steer loader is required for installation of the
helical piles. This reduces the amount of necessary space on-site to properly apply
this foundation system, and further reduces the time line of transportation and
construction of the units when they reach their final destination, ultimately reducing
the cost of the units significantly.
GoliathTech screw pile systems are some of the best helical pile systems on
the market and offer unique features that make their products more desirable than
their competition's. The piles have fully galvanized shafts, helices, and heads which
significantly reduces wear and structural compromise due to age over the lifetime of
the product. The pile shafts are filled with polyurethane insulation which prevents
their core temperature from dropping below freezing, and prevents ice from being
formed on the interior of the shaft. The fastening system between the structural
plate and the pile's shaft is a proprietary design that increases the resistance to
movement when properly secured to the home. The connection points of the various
shaft components are also reinforced, to increase the structure and stability of the
piles. Because the structural integrity of the helical piles is not compromised at
greater lengths, the piles provide a widely adaptable, easily removable, foundation
solution for any topographic characteristic.

Design | Materiality | Kit-of-Parts

Helical Piles | GoliathTech | Footing|Foundation
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Fiber Cement Siding | Facade|Skin
Because the Backyard Homes need to be able to blend
in to the existing context and identity of a wide variety
of neighborhood and residential conditions, their facades
need to ensure the units have the ability to blend into
these built environments.
Nichiha Fiber Cement, USA has developed fiber cement
siding systems that have a "diverse offering of textural
finishes" that can create modern and unique appearances,
but can also match the appearance of any traditional
siding systems from masonry, to vinyl siding, to wood
shakes and shingles. Nichiha has developed a proprietary
installation system for their fiber cement siding that
consists of a series of guide tracks and clips to make
installation as easy as any plug and play building
component, shortening the time of installation, and
further reducing the on-site installation time line and
reducing the overall cost of the project.
This proprietary track and clip system creates a
discreet, structural connection between the panels and
the walls in which they are applied. It also creates an
air gap to discourage moisture collection, and encourage
air circulation between the siding and wall materials
that helps to prevent mold and other forms of water
damage. This is incredibly important when applying
any siding solution to an exterior SIP because of the
wall panel's propensity for developing structurally
compromising water damage.
The lifetime of fiber cement siding is also significantly
longer than many other types of siding, and requires less
maintenance over time. Nichiha provides a fifteen year
warranty on all of its siding panel and finishes.

Nichiha texture and design styles

Application process

Textured Cement | ArchiBlock

fig. 56

Brick Coursing

fig. 56

Concrete Block

fig. 56

The "Horizontal Starter Track"
is secured to the sill plate of the
exterior SIP wall using
-1", full-thread, corrosion
resistant wood screws, @ 16" O.C.
max.
The first fiber cement siding panel
is placed onto the horizontal starter
track, meshing the panel's shiplaps and
the track.

fig. 57
Satin or Glossy Colored Panel | Textured

fig. 56

Satin or Glossy Colored Panels

fig. 56

Stucco

fig. 56

Wood Plank | Shingle | Shake

fig. 56

Masonry Block

fig. 56
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fig. 58

Step 1

A panel clip is placed onto the
first fiber cement panel's top shiplap,
offset 1" from the far end of the
panel. All clips are 26" in length and
must be fastened with3x 1", full-thread, corrosion
resistant wood screws.
The next panel clip is applied 3-4"
offset from the first panel clip, in the
same manor.

Step 2

Position the second panel onto the
Horizontal Base Track, next to the
first.
The shiplap joints on the edge of
the panels must be firmly butted
together. It is recommended that the
panels be tapped together using a
rubber mallet or a piece of wood.

Step 3

A panel clip is placed into the
shiplap joint, over the vertical joint
between the two fiber cement panels.
All panels must be secured with
a panel clip over the vertical joint,
ensuring that each fiber cement panel
is supported by at least 2.5 panel
clips.
Finish applying the first course of
fiber cement panels, and verify that
first course is level.

Step 4

The next courses are applied in the
same fashion as the first, but now
each panel must also be secured with
a "Vertical Joint Tab Attachment". The
tabs seat into the panel clips applied
to the lower course.
The tab attachment is intended to
support the lateral stability of the
panels.
The vertical joint tab attachments
are secured with the included
fasteners from the fabricator, Nichiha.

Step 5

fig. 59

Design Moves | Passive Climate Control
Categorical Design Moves | optimizing climate control
Ventilation
OPERABLE AWNING SUMMER
WINDOW
Passive ventilation is used to not only
cool spaces, but it helps to maintain
the interior air quality.
especially in spaces that are designed
using SIPs as the primary envelop
component, high quality ventilation is
incredibly important.

Especially in warm climates, venting
heat from a home is necessary to
maintain interior climate comfort. The
use of high-placed, awning and hopperstyle operable windows facilitates
heat loss through passive ventilation.

N
Heat Ventilation

Shading

SUMMER
WINTER

SUMMER
The use of large coverings is ideal for
larger windows, outdoor spaces that
need secure shelter, and climates with
relatively low solar zenith in the
summer.

N

N
large overhang | awning

Thermal Heat Gain

N

SUMMER
DECIDUOUS

WINTER Small coverings are ideal for allowing
light infiltration through small, high
placed windows, like transom windows.
climates with relatively high solar
zenith in the summer also benefit from
smaller awning and overhangs.

Short Overhang | Awning

SUMMER
WINTER

High Windows

Application process

WINTER

N
Deciduous on-site Foliage

SUMMER
Windows that cover upper portions
of south facing exterior walls allow
increased passive solar heat gain in
spaces. This move is optimized when
opposing surfaces have high thermal
mass.
High, south facing windows are ideal
for spaces that should not have direct
lighting, like libraries.

by designing openings in a building's
skin around the placement of new
and existing deciduous trees, a unique
opportunity is created for naturally
produced shading in the summer, and
warmer parts of the year.

WINTER
SUMMER Skylights create opportunities to
allow lighting, and solar heating into
spaces that are deeper in a design, or
do not have direct access to lighting.

N

SUMMER

N

Skylight | Roof Penetration

Thermal Mass

Exterior surfaces and interior surfaces
opposite south and west facing
windows that has high thermal mass
can be used to absorb heat during
the day and distribute it throughout
the night, helping to maintain interior
comfort in climates with high
temperature fluctuation from day to
night, as well as cold climates.

Active Systems | Roof
The collection and distribution of
rain for in-home grey water systems
can significantly mitigate the
cost of water usage, especially in
climates that experience high annual
precipitation.
Rain Water Collection

Mitigating Snow-Load

Snow load mitigation is incredibly
important in areas that have had
consistent snow fall, annually. The
roof's pitch ,the primary tool used to
reduce snow load, should be between
3/12 and 6/12. More shallow slopes
allow unsafe amounts of snow to
accumulate. Higher slopes can allow
the roof to shed large, unsafe
quantities of snow and ice.

SOLAR WATER HEATER PV PANEL

WATER COLLECTION

N
Solar Collection for Active Systems

Systems that passively collect solar
energy help to further the reduce the
energy consumption of active systems.
Typically these systems are found
on roofs and other surfaces elevated
above site obstructions. PV panels and
Solar water heaters are some of the
most common systems that collect and
distribute solar energy.

Design | Exploration

One underrated and under practiced method to reduce the carbon footprint and
energy cost of a home is through simple, but intentional design moves that mitigate
the need for active climate control systems like HVAC and artificial lighting. Many
times, these moves not only help improve the impact a space has on the planet or
your pocket book, but it improves the quality of life that can be had in those spaces.
Natural, intentional ventilation improves interior air quality while also controlling
the temperature of a space. High quality natural light helps to improve mood, and is
just generally good for a person's body and mind.
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Spaces through Section

Design | Exploration

The strictly linear constraints
of designing with SIPs pose a
unique problem that I explore
further through the development of
conceptual section diagrams. These
section diagrams are used to explore
and expand upon the volumetric
qualities of spaces in, and immediately
around, the sections. These diagrams
also begin to inform my final design
decisions about the experiential
qualities that can be had when
occupying these conceptual spaces.
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Development through Plans
When designing spaces with Structural
Insulated Panels, all structural
forms must be composed of strictly
linear design moves, ideally based
on the modular dimension imposed by
the panel's width. I begin to explore
layouts and spaces that can be
created within these parameters, with
the intent of developing a set of
potential multi-space-type modules
that can highlight different connection
opportunities for public and private
spaces, as well as interior and
exterior spaces.

Exterior

Exterior
Exterior
Interior
Public
Interior
Private

Exploration of dual entry for public spaces makes multiple points
of integration into a public congregation space. This allows for
groups to segment off from one another without the need for
spaces designated for isolated activity,

Pairing private and exterior spaces through passages or hallways
creates a linear flow of the space, but still creates privacy
paired with exterior spaces.
Interior
Private

Interior
Private

Design | Exploration

Exterior

40

Interior
Public
Exterior
Interior
Private

Private space nestled into public space creates an open layout,
while still encouraging intimate space where a person can
segregate themselves from the public view.

Interior
Private

Exterior
Interior
Public

Isolating private space into a largely open public space is a good
method for open-concept floor plans, but by creating semi-private
alcove in the public space, certain zones can be segregated for
specific uses, like a formal dining room or formal sitting space.

Two private spaces which are segregated by a public, or exterior,
space allow for the connection of spaces without requirement of
passing through one to reach the other.

Interior
Public
Interior
Private

Connected public and private space with entry to both spaces
segregated from one another allows those spaces to be accessible
without the need 0of both spaces connecting.

Section | Connection Details

7/16" OSB | roof sheathing
7/16" OSB | SIP cladding

Asphalt roofing with vapor barrier Underlayment

Detail A

Lumber Blocking
EPS rigid insulation | SIP core
Vapor barrier (only in cold environments)
Sheet rock | Interior finish

Continuous sealant
Lumber top plate

SIP spline
EPS rigid insulation | SIP core
7/16" OSB | SIP cladding
SIP wall panel
SIP wall panel

Nichiha Fiber Cement Panel Siding

Nichiha fiber cement panel Siding

1" air gap with vapor-permeable water barrier
EPS rigid insulation | SIP core

Detail A | Wall - Roof connection

Design | Assembly

1" air gap with vapor-permeable water barrier

Treated lumber bottom plate | Site installed
Continuous sealant
Laminate flooring w|cork underlayment
7/16" OSB | SIP cladding

Detail B

SIP wall panel

Lumber edging | under wall panel

Nichiha fiber cement panel siding
EPS rigid insulation | SIP core
Lumber end stud

7/16" OSB | SIP cladding
4"x4" Lumber beam - min. 3" bearing | As required

Steel U-shaped post anchor

by local building code

Helical Pile
Frost Line

Detail B | Wall - Floor connection
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Plan | Wall panel connection

1'-0"

Typical Wall Section

2'-0"

Plan | Corner detail

Assembly Process
The components of the Backyard Homes have been selected to make each design as customizable as possible, while still creating clear and manageable constraints to streamline prefabrication and on-site assembly. By optimizing the construction of these customizable units, the overall
time line from design to build is reduced along with the overall financial cost to the resident and/or their family. The construction waste is also minimized, further reducing the overall cost and environmental impact of each BackYard Home. The Kit-of-Parts comes semi-assembled to their
intended site to mitigate the need for large moving and transportation equipment. Aspects of the SIPs, like window and door framing, as well as plumbing and electrical cases are applied during prefabrication

Rear Wall SIPs

Helical Piles are screwed into the ground to specific depths to
place each helix below the frost line of the site, and to create a
level foundation for the Backyard Homes.

Structural Grid

The Base Structural Grid comes partially assembled and is
finished and attached to the set helical piles. This grid becomes
the attachment point between the Floor panels and the helical
pile structure.

Top Cord and Roof SIPs

Floor SIPs

The Floor SIPs are attached to the Base Structural Grid. Most
floor finishes will be applied during the prefabrication process.

Roof Cladding

Bottom Cord

Bottom Cords are applied to the Floor SIPs on site because of
their need to span long distances. These Bottom Cords become the
attachment points between the Floor and Wall SIPs.

The Wall SIPs are attached to the bottom cords, starting
from an exterior corner and moving clock-wise, or
counter-clockwise, until all walls are in place.

Siding Track System

Front SIPs
Fiber Cement Siding

When the exterior walls are finished, the unit is wrapped with
vapor barrier to ensure moisture is minimized as much as possible

The Top cord and Roof SIPs are attach to the erected walls in
much the same fashion as the Wall and Floor Panels.

The roof is wrapped in vapor barrier and clad with the intended
roofing finish. To further reduce the chance for water damage,
furring strips and another layer of OSB are applied before any
roofing membrane or finish.

Nichiha's structural installation tracks are attached to the
exterior wall panels per the manufacturer's specifications. This
ensures that the integrity of the siding's connections is not
compromised, and the conditions of the warranty are maintained.

The Fiber Cement Siding Panels are secured to the track
system and the doors, windows, casework, and specified
appliances are installed and the on-site assembly process
of the Backyard Home is complete. The home is now ready
for its intended resident(s) to move in.

Design | assembly
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2'-6" x 4'-0"
Clear Floor

4'-6" x 4'-0"
Clear Floor

Module Spaces

2'-6" x 4'-0"
Clear Floor

12'-0"

12'-0"16'-0"

12'-0"

2'-6" x 4'-0"
Clear Floor 1'

12'-0"

4'-0"

4'-0"

8'-0"

12'-0"

2'-6" x 4'-0"
Clear Floor

8'-0"

8'-0"
1'

The Mechanical Shed is significantly smaller than all
2'-6" other
x 4'-0" modules because it needs to be able
Clear Floorby all modules which utilize mechanical
to fit in numerous layout types, and be easily accessible
connections and equipment, especially the Kitchen and Bathroom module types.

16'-0"

8'-0"
8'-0"

4'-6"
2' x 4'-0"
Clear Floor

2'

Living Space modules are intended as a public gathering
2'-6" x 4'-0" space, and as such
Clear Floor
have minimal fixture and appliance specifications.

4'-0"

16'-0"

12'-0"

12'-0"

4'-0"
12'-0"

12'-0"

2'-6" x 4'-0"
Clear Floor

2'-6" x 4'-0"
Clear Floor

8'-0"

8'-0"

8'-0"

8'-0"

2'-6" x 4'-0"
Clear Floor

2'-6" x 4'-0"
Clear Floor

12'-0"

2'-6" x 4'-0"
Clear Floor

12'-0"

8'-0"

12'-0"

2'-6" x 4'-0"
Clear Floor

2'-6" x 4'-0"
Clear Floor

8'-0"

16'-0"

12'-0"

8'-0"

4'-6" x 4'-0"
Clear Floor

Bathroom modules are designed around accessible access to the toilet,
lavatory, and roll-in shower, when present. The washer/dryer appliance
is suggested in this module because of the access to required plumbing
connections already present for the other fixtures.

2'-6" x 4'-0"
Clear Floor

12'-0"

8'-0"

8'-0"

2'-6" x 4'-0"
Clear Floor

8'-0"

2'-6" x 4'-0"
2' Floor
Clear

16'-0"

4'-6" x 4'-0"
Clear Floor

12'-0"

12'-0"12'-0"

8'-0"
8'-0"

12'-0"

1'

12'-0"

2'-6" x 4'-0"
Clear Floor
4'-6" x 4'-0"
Clear Floor

2'-6"4'-6"
x 4'-0"
x 4'-0"
ClearClear
FloorFloor

8'-0"
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8'-0"

8'-0"
2'-6" x 4'-0"
Clear2'-6"
Floor
x 4'-0"
Clear Floor

12'-0"

2'-6" x 4'-0"
Clear Floor

4'-0"

12'-0"
12'-0"

8'-0"

12'-0"

8'-0"

Modular housing is named as such
because of the approach to the design
and development of its spaces and the
entire home. All possible compositions
of the Backyard Homes proposed in
this thesis consist of six spatialtype modules which make up all of
the necessary interior space-types
for successful, full-time habitation.
The dimensions of these modules,
no matter their layout, are based
on two primary constraints. The
accessibility requirements laid out in
the Fair Housing Act Design Manual
(like clear turn-around spaces, clear
space under cabinets and elevated
surfaces, accessible outlet and switch
heights, etc) are the first. The second
primary dimensional constraint are the
4'-0" width of Floor, Roof, and Wall
SIPs, forcing all structural moves to
be made in increments of 4'-0". The
modules below are the most easily
traversed for people with mobility
impairments. However, these designs
are not the only options for their
respective module types.

2'-6" x 4'-0"
Clear Floor

1'

16'-0"

2'

2'

The standard kitchen module is laid out in a U-shape to reduce the perimeter
length as much as possible, while still maintaining the necessary clear
access space for each fixture and appliance. Base shelves and cabinets are
removable or minimized for forward access to the counters. All cook tops
are stand alone, meaning they do not have
an oven, only an electric range
4'-0"
for ease of accessibility.

8'-0"
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1'

2'
12'-0"

The bedroom module dimensions are modifiable to meet specific needs. This
16'-0"x12'-0" bedroom module is the minimum space that would be required for two people, in
wheelchairs, intending to sleep in the same room.

8'-0"

1'

The Dining-Room module is also intended as a public gathering space. The
style of dining surface and seating can be specified during design, but
would likely be furnished by the resident(s) or their family/caretakers due
to limited prefabrication options meant to streamline the overall design
process.

Module Spaces | Alternate
Kitchen Variations
This modules is equipped with closet
space for people that want to expand
the storage capacity found in the
traditional modules. This space is
ideal for Backyard Homes with single
residents needing special accessibility.

12'-0"

5'

12'-0"

8'-0"

16'-0"

2'-6" x 4'-0"
Clear Floor

Closet

2'-6" x 4'-0"
Clear Floor

Bathroom Variations

1'

The L-Shaped kitchen provides a space
that is very open and accessible, but
minimizes opportunities for counter and
storage space. This module is ideal for
residents that do not cook intricate
meals, but still want access to open
kitchen space.

The Double Bathroom module is
intended for Backyard Homes with
multiple residents that share primary
bathroom space. The dual lavatory and
closet spaces make cohabitation of a
bathroom much more comfortable for
multiple people.

12'-0"

12'-0"

Bedroom Variations

2'-6" x 4'-0"
Clear Floor

4'-6" x 4'-0"
Clear Floor

Alternate module layouts for three
types of spaces are outlined here. All
of the modules can be manipulated to
meet unique needs of specific clients,
but variation in form and layout
beyond these alternate modules would
greatly reduce the efficiency of the
design, and would increase the initial,
and daily cost of the whole Backyard
Home.

2'
Closet

2'-6" x 4'-0"
Clear Floor

12'-0"

2'-6" x 4'-0"
Clear Floor
Pantry

2'

1'

12'-0"

8'-0"

This economy bedroom module is ideal
for someone who will be living by
themselves in their Backyard Home, or
as a "guest" or secondary bedroom for
short term visitors. This space is still
easily accessible with a bed as large
as a queen-size.

1'

1'

2'

2'

The Island L Kitchen creates a much
more involved kitchen experience.
While creating a feeling of open and
connected space, the island minimizes
the number of access points for the
deeper portions of the kitchen. This
module incorporates a storage pantry
for dry goods, and the far side of the
island is used as a sitting space or
breakfast bar.

8'-0"

The Nautical Bathroom uses a "WetRoom" typically found on sailing
vessels and vehicles intended for long
distance travel, like trains and busses.
This bathroom module has minimized
square-footage, and creates a unique
shower and toilet experience not
typically found in the United States

1'

8'-0"

The Guest Bathroom is a lavatory
space that does not incorporate a
shower. Intended as an add-on to a
Backyard Home with a full bathroom
already included, this space is ideal
for cay guests and other visitors not
intending to stay for long periods. It
is also beneficial for residents that
want more options for accessible
bathrooms.

2'

2'

16'-0"

8'-0"

1'

This much larger bedroom module is
laid out for multiple people with
multiple beds. The space has different
locations for electrical connections
making dual-habitation from separate
sleeping locations much easier.
This space is ideal for two residents
that do not sleep together, especially
live-in medical professionals for
people that need round-the-clock
monitoring.

The Long Kitchen makes a truly open
kitchen design. This space is ideal for a
household where multiple persons are
working in the space at the same time.
This module also optimizes accessibility
to fixtures and appliances. The length
creates a larger module in terms of
total square footage.

8'-0"

12'-0"

16'-0"

2'

8'-0"

1'

2'-6" x 4'-0" 4'-6" x 4'-0"
Clear Floor Clear Floor

1'

2'
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1'
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Single | Economy
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Total Footprint:
486.5 sqft
Modules present:
L-Kitchen
Standard Bedroom
Standard Bathroom
Mechanical Shed
Living module
Dining Module

The Single | Economy Backyard Home is designed around a single resident. The square footage is minimized by reducing the number
of individual modules that are present in the plan. The public spaces (the kitchen, living, and dining module) congregate together to
make an open experience making interaction much more communal. The private spaces are connected to the main, public space helping to
maintain their independence, while preventing their total isolation from the rest of the home.
The exterior wall of the public space is fully operable allowing that public space to expand even further. This operable wall also
create an opportunity to improve the visual connection between the Backyard Home and the existing residence.
The clerestory windows over the bedroom and bathroom help to bring indirect lighting deeper into the design, facilitating better
quality of life throughout the private spaces. The large window in the bedroom furthers the connection between interior and exterior
spaces, making the Backyard Home feel much larger and less confining.
All of the doors are top hung sliding doors which reduce the impact to accessibility traditional doors create. These doors are also
easier to open and close for people with reach impairments and people in wheelchairs.

Roof Plan

Floor Plan

Elevations

Section 1

Section 2

Section 3
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Single | Select
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Total Footprint:
623 sqft

Modules present:
Long Kitchen
Double Bedroom
Standard Bathroom
Mechanical Shed
Double Living module
Half Dining Module

The Single | Select Backyard Home is designed for a single resident. The layout is geared toward a single person's experience inside
of the space. The Double living and half dining modules create a large and functionally variable public space. The Long Kitchen module
becomes a much more private space because of it's location in the layout, and is not specifically intended as a congregation space.
The bedroom module has a large window wall strengthening the connection between the interior and exterior spaces, as well as a
door that connects to the proposed exterior deck. This makes the bedroom easier to enter for residents or medical professionals that
may need direct access. The window wall also facilitates visual connectivity between the Backyard Home and the existing property.
The exterior wall utilizes a multi-partition sliding wall as a primary entrance that, when open, furthers the open nature of the
main public spaces.

Roof Plan

Floor Plan

Elevations

Section 1

Section 2

Section 3
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Double | Select

Total Footprint:
713 sqft

Modules present:

50

U-Kitchen
Double Bedroom
Single Bedroom
Mechanical Shed

Standard Bathroom
Guest Bathroom
Dining Module
Double Living Module

The Double | Select Backyard Home is intended as a residence for multiple people. The square footage is still minimal compared
to traditional multi-person residences, but the home does not create a confining experience. Seniors that have spouses, children,
grandchildren, or those who need live-in medical professionals would gravitate to a layout like this.
The standard bathroom connected to the master, or Double Bedroom, is only accessible through that bedroom making the experience
had through the master spaces much more private. This design move strengthens the perceived independence of the Senior living in the
Backyard Home, and is incredibly important for the maintenance of some people's lifestyles that were established before the Backyard
Home.
The clerestory window on the public spaces, as well as the extensive windows that wrap the whole home, increase the lighting
quality inside of the home. This along with the operable exterior folding wall greatly increase the connection between interior and
exterior space, improving the visual connection between the interior of the Backyard Home and the existing property.

Roof Plan

Floor Plan

Elevations

Section 1

Section 2

Section 3

Section 4
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Single | Open
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Total Footprint:
612 sqft

Modules present:
L Kitchen
Single Bedroom
Standard Bathroom
Mechanical Shed
Living module
Dining Module

The Single | Open Backyard Home is intended for residents that need fewer partitions, and spaces that are more physically and
visually connected, especially for persons who are wheelchair bound, and who's gross motor skills are in decline.
The residents of the Single | Open layout likely need more intensive medical care, and significantly easier access for medical
professionals and medical equipment of varying scales. The primary exterior walls can be fully opened to further this ease of access.
The bathroom module is still enclosed to ensure privacy can still be had in one of the more personally-exposed space types in the
built environment, but this module has a 4' hung, sliding door to ensure ease of access is not lost in this space.
Those operable exterior walls open onto a proposed deck that uses a large, semi-transparent screen to create privacy for the
Backyard Home, while still allowing strong visual connection with the existing property.
Clerestory windows bring light into the kitchen and bathroom, which are significantly deeper in the design.

Roof Plan

Floor Plan

Elevations

Section 1

Section 2

Section 3
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Conceptual Site | Placement

Design | Destination

The Conceptual Site creates a
space where the Proposed Units can
be placed and the connections to
the ground, existing properties, and
the proposed Senior Street can be
effectively analyzed. The site has an
undulating topography that tests the
Backyard Home's abilities to conform
extreme ground level variations. It
also explores how to Backyard Homes
begin to communicate with an existing
context, as well as one another.
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Conceptual Site | Dissect
Section 1

Section 2

Section 3

D

Detail

Design | Destination

Section 4
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Section 3 resolution
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The intention behind this project was to provide an architectural solution to housing for seniors. A solution
that did not put such a high cost on the balance between health and wellbeing. A solution that strengthened a
senior's independence and self respect, without compromising their health needs. A solution that did not isolate
seniors from their communities. This project, Backyard Homes, has done that.
This is a solution that has steered away from the traditional model of senior housing, but it has filled many of
the voids found in those traditional systems. Backyard Homes allow seniors to stay rooted in strong communities
filled with individuals that are committed to each others health and wellbeing. It has created housing solutions
which are bigger than institution's apartments, but much more manageable than traditional homes. These new
spaces are designed specifically to allow seniors to age with grace, making any new needs or limitations an
adjustment to routine, but not to the space being lived in.
The focus of this project has been to develop housing designed specifically to meet the needs of seniors, but I
believe that these Backyard Homes can have further applications to people interested in downsized housing, which
can help to maintain to strengthen independence. As an example, this project is very applicable to people with
developmental disabilities that are becoming adults and want more independence, but may not have the ability or
security to leave the more round-the-clock care of their parents.
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